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TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE REPORT relative to reducing the impact of traffic 
redirected by mapping applications into residential neighborhoods.

Recommendations for Council action:

1. APPROVE Mobility Plan 2035 Street Designations as initial criteria to identify impacted 
street segments.

2. DIRECT the Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) to:

a. Include a pilot program restricting the routing of vehicles onto impacted street 
segments as a condition of entering into any data-sharing agreements with 
developers of mobile mapping applications.

b. Report in 90 days on the status of data sharing agreement negotiations with 
navigation application companies.

3. RECEIVE and FILE the LADOT report dated April 4, 2019 relative to reducing the impact 
of traffic redirected by mapping applications such as Apple Maps, Google and Waze into 
residential neighborhoods.

Fiscal Impact Statement: The LADOT reports that this action will not impact the General Fund.

Community Impact Statement: None submitted.

SUMMARY

In a report to Council dated April 4, 2019, LADOT discusses the Department's ongoing 
negotiation with mapping applications including Apple Maps, Google, and Waze, to address 
concerns from residents and neighborhood groups. LADOT will continue to work towards 
partnerships with these companies to test routing restrictions on impacted street segments and 
enter into data sharing agreements.

LADOT reports that alternative routes provided by mobile mapping applications including Apple 
Maps, Google, and Waze can lead to unintended consequences and negative traffic impacts. 
Citizens and neighborhood groups have voiced complaints that these applications do not 
accurately reflect posted traffic restrictions and often display inaccurate information that may 
contribute to cut-through traffic on neighborhood streets, unsafe behavior such as speeding and 
unprotected left turns, and additional traffic congestion. LADOT continues to transmit corrections 
to mobile mapping application companies to make updates and corrections. However, many 
applications continue to incorporate edits suggested through crowdsourcing or volunteer map 
editors, which may conflict with City data and information.

Detailed in Mobility Plan 2035 (the Mobility Element of the City's General Plan), Street 
Designations provide a uniform standard by which City streets are classified, based on each 
roadway's width and the amount and type of traffic each can carry. Leveraging these 
designations, LADOT can partner with mapping application developers to pilot routing restrictions



on streets designated as Local Standard, Local Limited, Shared Street, Access Roadway, 
Hillside Local, and Hillside Limited Standard. LADOT goes on to report that special event and 
emergency road closures can be shared with mobile aping application developers to provide 
updated routing adjustments for users.

LADOT recommends pursuing a pilot program with mapping app developers, using Mobility Plan 
2035 Street Designations to test restricting app-enabled routing on certain street designations 
and to evaluate the impact of mapping apps on vehicle traffic on local and neighborhood streets. 
Such a pilot would provide an opportunity for LADOT to assess the effectiveness of guiding 
vehicles onto streets designed for higher traffic volumes, demonstrate positive and negative 
impacts of routing restrictions, and collect data on observed traffic volumes on neighborhood 
streets relative to their designed vehicle thresholds. To implement an app-enabled navigation 
pilot, LADOT will need to pursue voluntary participation by mapping application developers, and 
enter into new data sharing agreements.

At its meeting held April 10, 2019, the Transportation Committee discussed this matter with 
LADOT staff. Committee recommended that Council receive and file the LADOT report. 
Committee further recommended that Council approve Mobility Plan 2035 Street Designations 
as initial criteria to identify Impacted Street Segments; and, to direct LADOT to include a pilot 
program restricting the routing of vehicles onto impacted street segments as a condition of 
entering into any data-sharing agreements with developers of mobile mapping applications, and 
to report on the status of data sharing agreement negotiations with navigation application 
companies.

Respectfully Submitted,

TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE

MEMBER VOTE 
BONIN: YES
MARTINEZ: YES 
KORETZ: ABSENT
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